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The development of a vehicle utiizing EOXhydmarbon propelht is one design 
approach for a launch vehicle, to tconomically deliver large payloads to orbit. Wgh performance 
~wke t  engines designed to comb:ist these propel!ants impose high h a t  loads on their compon- 
ents that a n  have detrimental impact on engine life, cost, a d  performance. Varicus engine 
t h s t  chanber cooling schcms are being considered to increase engine performance and/or life. 
A promising cooling approach which shows great perfomlance mA life Senefirs to 
transpimion cool the high pressure drop h t  region. m e  savings in throat pressure drop can 
be used to (1) increar.: chamber pressure and hence performance or (2) decrease pump output 
requirements and therefore increase t\llkpump iife. DetenrJnation of the o v e ~ l  performance of 
a transpiation cooled throat rocket engine requires qu'mtiEcatior. of the performance loss due to 
transpiration cooling. 
Aerojet has exterisive experience in transpiration cooling. We have been aciively 
designing and deveioping transpiration cooling systems since 1946. Tranqiration cmling was 
successfully deinonstrated in 1967 on the ARES 100,000 Lbf thrust, 3000 psi mnspiration 
cooled chamber. The ARES and subsequent transpiration cooled chambers and nozzles were 
fa5ricated using platelets. 
Platelets are t' '7 sheers of metal individually photoetched and diffusion-bnded 
together or mechanically restr~ned to create a device with internal flow passages of literally any 
desired pattern. At the platelet surface, cooiant is ejec!d through discrete pores as smaii as 
0.001 in. Flow conml in platelets is accomplished by providing discrete coolant passages for 
each pore, with primary coolant metering located away from the hot gaq surface. Coolant flow 
profiles can be tailored to meet very severe requirzments. Past experience with other porous 
materials, such as regimesh, sintered metals, and wound wire, do not provide adequate flow 
control. In these other porous materials, the coo!ant takes the path of least resistance ant! avoids 
hot spots oy flowing toward the lower-prcss?ue colder areas. Platelet designs are flexible; they 
have k n  fabricated from a number of wall mierials: CRES, Copper, and Inconel. Platelets 
have been fabricated in a range of sizes and for a variety of discrete pore georneaies. 
1 .O, Introduction (cont.) 
The objective of this program was to characterize the use of hydrocarbon fuels as 
transpiration coolants for rocket nozzle throats. The hydrocarbon fuels investigated in this pro- 
gram were RPl art< Methane. To adequately characterize the above trarispiration coolants, a 
p m p ~  was planned which consisted of five tasks. In Task 1, relevant full-scaie transpiration 
wleb throat techno!ogy issues were addressed. Analytical models, anchored with available data 
were used to predict engine system performance and life enhancerrents due to transpiration 
cmling of the throat region. In Tasks 2 and 3, a versatile transpinttion cooled subscale rocket 
uuulc was designed and fabric~ted. In Task 4, the subscale nanspiration cooid nozzle was 
tested at very high throat heat flux levels. Finally, in Task 5, detailed data analyses were con- 
ducted on the data to detzrmi~le the relationship between the key pe~formance and life enhance- 
ment variables a ~ d  to recornmend a desiga approach for a larger-scale transpiration cooled throat 
design demonstration. 
The end prduct of the program was a hydrocarbon transpiration cooling characteri- 
zation that (1) was verified by hot fire testing and anchored thermal models, (2) provided per- 
f~rmance md life enhancement data to support future b s t e r  stildies and (3) created a computer 
program to assess systen impacts when transplra.uon cooling is used. 
Transpiration cooling is an engine cooling scheme which can increase the life and perfor- 
mance of ekifine systems by eliminating the high pressure drops associated with ngen cooling 
the combustion chamber throat. The pressure drop savings can be used to increase engine per- 
formance by increasing chamber pressure or to enhance engine life by reducing turbopump dis- 
charge pressure requirements. 
To evaluate W-1 and methane coolant, three subscale nozzles were bui!t. ?'he first nozzle 
was an all water cooled copper calorimeter nozzle. This nozzle was utilized to establish throat 
heat fluxes. The other two arits were nozzles with transpiration cooled throat sections made 
from zirconiuri~ copper platelets. Each nozzle was capable of using RP-1 or liquid meil~ane. 
coolant. A number of fabrication problems were encountered; d l  were successf?llly resolved 
with tllc exception of the throat thermocouples. T ~ P  10 mil. thermocoupies utilized to provide 
2.0, Summary (cont.) 
high resolution data experienced substantial ataition during the fabrication cycle, resulting in 
approxirnarzly 10% of ihe initial thermocouples still opcrcttional. 
Calorimeter test results indicated a higher than predicted heat flux at the t h m t  by appmxi- 
lnatcly 25%. Due to the higher than predicted heat flux, nanspire throat testing wgs perfmned at 
a charnber pressure (PC) of 1500 psi instead of the intended 2 0 0  psi. Methane transpiration 
cw!d n o d e  testing was limited to one short duration test due to rnethae supply coolant limi- 
tations. RP-1 transpire testing was terminated during the second test, due to failure of the 12 
inch water cooled L prime section. 
3.G CONCLUSIONS AND BECOMMENDATIONS 
3.1 CONCLUSIONS 
Analysis of the RP-1 uanspiration cooled nozzle data indicates that subscale nozzle 
W-1 transpiration flowrates can Ix reduced by 67% of the value predicted by previous models, 
Extrapolation of these results indicates that the RP-1 rdnspiration flowrates for the fit11 scale 
baseline 756 Klbf , zine are reduced by 35%. The maximum Isp increase for the full scale RP-! 
engine is revised from 3 to 10 seconds over a comp1e:e regeneratively cooled nozzle. 
The data obtained so far consists of cnly one high flo\brate, ! ~ w  all temperatun: test 
condition. Based on a single t t  ' ? o h ,  the data should be considered promising but not conclu- 
sive. Full scale engine RP-1 flowrate predictions based on extrapolated test data should be 
timed as requiring further verification. Additional subscale nozzle, testing would be prudent. 
The subscale nozzlc is in g o d  condition with no eroded xeas or obstructed cooling slots, so 
future testing is possible. 
3.2 RECOMMENDATIONS 
1. Further RP- 1 tesring is recommei~ded. At a minimum, several RP- 1 flowrates 
should be tested. 
2. If additional testing is funded, look into repairing inoperative thermocouples, espe- 
cially those near the hot gas surface. 
3.2, Recommen&tions (cont.) 
?. Evaluate use of non-invasive measurement techniques to dcttrmine hot-gas wall 
temperam in transpire throats. 
4.1 HARDWARE UESCmONS 
This sub-section describes the carbon deposition combustor test hardware in 
addition tc the calorimeter and transpire cooled throat nodes. 
4.1 . I .  1 Calorimeter Kozzie 
The high heat flux predicted for the, h a t  area required the selection of 
copper for the !iner material. The slots forming the co~lant passages in the liner are machined 
perpenriicula to the thrust axis. The liner contains 28 circumferentid channels manifolded into 
14 cictlits as shown in Figure I. Table 1 contains a summary of the calorimeter channel dimen- 
sions. C,,T+.!S 2- 13 are single-chaiinel calorimeter circuits located 0.66 in. upstrean from the 
throat to 0.5;' in. downstremi. Circuits 1 and 14 are multi-channel cinuits which are for cooling 
only and will not provide calorimeter measurements. 
Table 2 lists thermal design data for thc calorimeter circuits, including the 
mean heat flux, wall temperature, bulk tzmperature rise and pressure. Grop for each circuit. Heat 
flux is the primary simulation variable between the subscale Sench-test and full-scale chamber, 
and is a required input to the analytical model w~iich will be ~rsed to evaluate the tr&.sp?r% exper- 
imerrtal data. 
4.1.1.2 Long Transpire cooled thoat noule 
The nozzle design incorporates a water cooled calorirneter chamber section 
with 12 coolant passages machined perpendicular to the thrust axis. The circumferential chan- 
nels are manifolded into 8 circuits. The transpire section of thc nozzle starts at an axial distance 
0.66 in. upstream from the t h a t  and extends 0.18 in. downsueam. It consists of four compo- 
nents which will be fed with separate external coolant flow lines. This fature allows the 
flowntes of the four compartments to be independentiy adjusted. The divergent nozzle section 
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4.1, Hardware M.ptions (ant.) 
consists of folrr d&te . kcuirs irmnedintciy cbwns t ra  of the throat to allow measurcmtnt 
of heat flux during the transpire testing. Tht n o d  assembly is shown in Figm 2. 
4.1 1 -3 S hcrt transpire throat n o d e  
The short transpire throat design is identical to the long t t m t  with the 
exception of two additional upsaam water flow passages and one less txanspirc coolant sectiat!. 
The rranspin sectinn of the throat begins at an axial dist8r.c~ 0.37 in. upstcan from the thmiii 
and extends ).I8 in. downstream as shown or. Figure 2. 
4. i .I.4 Main Comkstor 
The main ccmbustor assembly p h  and sketch is shown in Egure 3. The 
comSus:2r consists of an 112/@ igniter assembly, an OF0 triplet injector, a water-cooled copper 
a~oustic avity and he! film coolant manifold, and two water-cooled cylindrical nickel !iner L' 
sections. The water-cooid chamber sections an cirzumfenntialiy cooled flow calorinleters. 
The coqpontnts an desigrled to be int~rchangeable and utilize standard pipe flanges. Individual 
corny. nents are mechanically joined using self-energizing TeEon-coatad Raco seals or O-rings 
for effective sealing at tilese pressures. Thz main combustor design requirements are sumrna- 
rized in Table 3. A detailed discussian of the main combustor components follows. 
4.1.1.5 Igniter 
A gaseous hydrogenfgastous oxygen spark igniter is used for the main 
combustor assembly. This ip-iter was used on pnvious NASA-funded programs (NAS3-22647) 
and NASA program (HAS 9- 15958) in addition to the pnsent contract. The igniter assembly is 
bolted to the backside of the in,$ctor body such that the igniter fim. thought the center of injector 
fzce. The igniter operating conditions are listed on Table 4. 
The injector design was baed on the triplet injector used on NASA 
Contract 9-15953, The injector as; stable under rnos! operating conditions, was in good condi- 
tion at the end of tssiing and provided 97-9956 efficitncy. 
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Figure 3. -?arbon bepasMtlon LOWAP-I Combustor Hardmrtr! 
TABLE3 
MAIN COMBUSTOR DESIGN CONDITIONS 
Dt = 0.50 in (1.27 cm) 
Dc = 2.38 in. (6.05 cm) 
I A B u  
G v H 2  IGNITER OPERATING CONDITIONS 
PC = 4% psia 
MR = 1:l 
wf = 0.0471 Ib/sec 
\Lo=0.0471 ~WSCC 
Fuel orifice inlet pressure 1 250 ~ s i a  
Oxidizer orifice inlet pressure 1.200 psia 
Spark energy = 30 millihjoules 
Spark raw = 300 spky'scc 
Spark vcltage = 40,000 volts 
?Auimum firing duration - 0.400 see 
The i~jcctor has 2 2.18 in. (5.54 cml face diameter and contained 18 ele- 
ments arranged in a single row. The oxidizer-rich OF0 mplet hiid 0.024 in. (0.061 cm) oxidizer 
orifices and 0.02'1 in. (0.051 cm) fuel orifics. element cunfiguration is i1:uszated in Figure 
4. The injector body is shown in Figure 5. The concenmc ring manifold injector is a weldmcnt 
consisting of nickel core body, a solid nickel face plate, and a stainless steel fccl inlet cover. 
Nickel was used as the face material for cooling purposes. All subcomponents were joined by 
eiecmn beam welding. The oxidizer nunifold is Iocated in the injector flange, outboard of the 
injector channels. An =idizer inlet line welded to the flange feeds the manifcl-l via a drilied 
passage. The oxidizer rnar,ifo!d is machined eccenmc to injector axis to provide a constilt 
velocity flow configuntiorr. l?~is manifold feeds t h m  radial oxidizer manifo!ds which in turn 
feed the face ring through L!J~ axiallydirected downcorners. The fuel manifold is Iozated on the 
injector's back surface and has a single inlet which is offset to clear the central igniter. The fuel 
downcomcrs an fitted between the three radial oxidizer manifolds an connect the fuel manifold 
to the individual face rings. 
The injector M y  also incorporates instrumentation for measuring propel- 
lant inlet pressures and temperatures. High frequency prtssure uansducers (Kistlers) ports are 
also located in each of rhe propellar~t inlet manifolds. 
4.1 .! .7 Acoustic Resonator rind Film Coolant Slanifold 
A water-cool,d quarter-wave acoustic resonator with an integral fuel-film 
coolant manifold is used to provide combustiau stability (see Figure 6).  The unit is made out of 
copper to provide maxinlurn cooling margin when the fuel-film cooling circuit is not flowing. 
Eighteen 0.015 in. diameter (0.038 cm) holss directed the film coolant flow agaiiist the edge of 
the injector. These IS atomized jets performed as splash plate elements to uniformly distribute 
the flow around the periphery of &t chamber. 
4.1.1.8 Turbulence Ring and film Coolant Injection Manifold 
A water-cooled turbulence ring u-ith an integral film coolant manifold is 
used to promote mixing. The copper liner is brazed into a stainless steel flange as shown in 
Figan 7. To promote mixing, the turbu!ence ring protruded approximately 0.44 in. (I. i 2cm) 
from the chamber w ~ l l  into the flow field. The leading square-edge on the turbulence ring has 
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4.1, Hxdwaat Descriptions (cont.) 
'beerr machined to a. smooth, t a p e d  edge for use in the higher t e r n p r i m  main chamber comn- 
bu~tien gases. The ratio of turbulence ring area to chamber area (i.e. 0.58) is the as was 
found most effective on previous Aemjet Propulsion Division programs. The, integral film 
coolant manifold allows water or any other fluid to he injected at thc start andnlcr e.rd cf  tf.t firing 
to clear the carbn off of the chamber walls. 
4.1.1.9 Calorimetric B m i  Section 
The combustion chamber consisted of two water-cooled cylindrical barrel 
or E' (Figuie 8) sections which are bolted tcgether. Each of the cylindrical charnkr sections has 
a nick.e.1 liner designed to operate from 1500 to 1800' F (1090 to 1256K) surface temperature. 
The cylindrical sections use a circumferential coolant flow scheme that 
allows the heat input to be measured at different axial locations. 
The cylindrical chamber sections are designed as series flow calorimeter 
devices. Wirh a series flow calorimeter, the discharge flow from one calorimeter section 
h o m e s  the inlet flow for the next calorimeter section. The coolant temperature is measured 
between rhe adjoining flow sections. This approach minimized the number of cmlmt supply 
circuits and flow measurements required on the test stand. 
The WQ cylindrical chamber sections fabricated are 8 in. (20.32 cm) long 
and 12 in. (30.48 cm) long. Tht sections are essentialiy identical except for length and can be 
uced together or separately. n e  two different lengths provided flexibility in the selection of 
chamber L' section and in the location of the turbulence f i g .  Because they ar so similar, only 
the 8 in. (20,32 cm) hng section is described. 
The slots forming the coolant passages in the liners are machined perpen- 
dicular to the thrust axis. The cylindiical section contained 28 circumferential channels in the 
liner which are split into four coolant circuits in the 8 in. (20,32 cm) barrel section. The 12 in. 
bml(30.48 cm) section contained 38 circumferential channels which are split into six coolant 
circuits. The czlorirneter sections at the ends of the chamber were plumbed separa:ely to providc 
added cooling capability. The middle of the chamber consists of one circuit which has three 
calorimeter sections in series and one cLi11it with two in series. Each inlet manifold, turn- 
around, and outlet is instrurnentcd for tcmperaturc mcasiuemen:s and each outlet is instrumented 
Figure 8. Calorimetric Baml Section 
ORI~?l~!AL ?ASE 
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4.1, Hardware Descriptions (cont.) 
for pressure measurement. The cylindrical section is a three-piece bmzed assembly. The inner 
liner is made but of nickel while the structural housing is make out of st;linless steel. The cir- 
cumferential cooling slots are lathe-turned into the nickel liner. Backside manifoluing for the 
coolant channels is accomplished by machining axial passages 1 8C0 apart in the sleeve. The 
flame side of the cylindrical section is copper-plated to the thickness of 0 W ' ,? 0.003 in. 
(0.0025 to 0.0076 cm) two in. (5.08 cm) cjn the downstream end of the ' n (20.32 cm; 
calorimeter section. 
4.2 COMPONEIdT FABRICATION 
4.2.1 P latelets (Metering. Diff-rator) 
The transpire throats used were conlprised of 4 and 8 mm :hick photoetched 
X u  platelets of four different basic designs: metering, diffuser, separator and instrumentation. 
Platelets were stacked in a defitied order to control the different coolant flowrate requirements at 
various points in the throat. Several different configuration platelets were required to comply 
with the design coolant flow requirements. The long transpire cooled throat requirzd 106 
platelets and the short 73 platelets. Typiczl platclet configuratio~s are shown in Figures 9, 10 
and 11. 
4.2.2 B e t s  (Thermocouple Assemblv) 
The aherrnocouple plate assembly consists of three photo etched platelets 
with twelve thp,rmocouples brazed into the platelet stsck. Several braze experinlents were 
required to establish an acceptable procedure. The idt,ai braze for rhermocouplc instal!ztic,; is 
360 degree contact between the thermocouple wcl ?!::c:cis b r  the first 1/4 to 112 in. at the tip to 
ensure valid hpz: :A.*ii3ft~ during test. Seven themacouple platelet stacks of four different co.1- 
figurations were required for fabrication of both the short and long transpire cooled n81zzles. A 
photograp11 of a typical stack is shown in Figure 12. After assembiy and braze, a random check 
of several thermocouples was made and all were found ro be operative. It should be noted that 
the 10 mil. thermocouples create a rn~jur handling problem due to the delicate nzture of the 1.5 
mil. wires used in their fabrication. 
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4.2, Component Fabrication (wnt.) 
The fab cycle starts by mchi;nng h e  cmlant channels into the ZrCu liner. 
OHFC half rings are machined and brazed into the liner forming the calomter coolant passages. 
Durifig the first Iiner to half ring haze attempts porosity occurred in the b e  bolld. in an 
attempt to w m c t  the porosity nicro braze 50 powder was added to the braze joint and the linf ; 
was subjected to a? additional braze cycie. This resulted in the nicm bnze 50 powder flcwing 
through the oraze joint and partidly plugging the flow channel. 
To resolve the braze pccdiares, a review of the past prcblems relating to 
brazing of  cop^ and zirconium copper nozzle assemblies was conducted. The procedures used 
to machine, plate and bazt n o d e  assemblies (as shown in Table 1) were reviewed, ;and it was 
*'ZdZC determined that the key to successful brazing f ~ r  this type of assembly was (1) close to!,- 
control of ring thickness and n o d e  slots, (2) c o ~ m l  of nicke!-~50sphorus composition, (3) 
piating thickness and ~niformity. (4) machirring sequence. 
The first r.,xde liner =embly attempted (S/N 1) experienced difficulty in 
ring u ~ ~ r t i o n  and chanilel spreading, however, working with a combination of custom fitted 
rings and a liner macnining sequtnce solved the problem. S/N 2 liner n3zzle emplqed essen- 
tiaily the same pmedure as S/N 1, however, naterials-ofconstruction altered rhe assembly pro- 
cedure. Some leakage was noted on 3/N - after brazing, however it was d e e d  usabk. Note 
thbt thz body v(cij fabricated from Zr Cu. 
I: should be noted that Zr-Cu is extremely difficult tc braze under either hard 
-1acuum or dry hydrogen conditions. A tenaci~us oxide film forms during heating. The pmblem 
is further aggravated when electroless nickel plating is used as the bnze filler m e d  in hard 
vacuum {due to critical vapor pressure for phosphorus). Dry hydrogen brazing of Zr-Cu (using 
electroless nickel) requires that 511 the Zr-Cu surfaces tu: plated unless the Zr-Clu is to be joined 
to material such as OFHC copper, then only the Zr-Cu surface requires plating. 
The firs: prototype nozzle liner assembly (ii 3, Table 5 )  vacuum furnace 
brazed by 'T'hermo Electron !caked after brazing (note that the Zr-Cu liner was unplated). 
Attempts to repair braze the nozzle liner using a nickel phosphorus 5raz.e powder (W.C. 50) 
resulted in plugging the coolant channels. Desuuctive examination of nozzle sample, at Aerojet 
revealed extensive unbnded areas between the Zr-Cu body and the GFHC copper brazed rings, 
NouleAssemblv. 
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10-12% P Bal Ni 
Range Bcnucen 17003- 1 7WF 
-80°F D.P. 
-! 83)" F110 min. at temp 
Light Press FitlIntcrfcrtnce 
* S.S. Rings Plated 
a-Cu 
OFHC Lopper 
*Elccnultjs Nickel 
0.0003" Nominal 
IO-11% P B a l N  
- 17WF 
- 181VF (98ti°C)/5 min at temp 
- 1 x 10-5 Torr Range 
Lrose/Rtss Fit 
*OFHC Copper Ricgs Plated 
4.2. Component Fabrication (cont.) 
indicating the inability of the molten Ni-P to wet the unplatcd Zr-Cu. It was at this point that 
Aeroje: recommended a series of tests hat included plating of the Zr-Clu M y  and use of dry 
hydrogen brazing. 
Samples prepartxi by T h e m  E l e c m  1rvrSc4 w h a ~  was pievioc;iy conjec- 
n ~ d .  Tkht is, Zr-Cu vacllw! %;lace bl-aztd to Zr-Cu, plating one surface only did not result in 
&cod braze. Hydrogen furnace b r a d  samples of Zr-Cu plated on one surface only revealed 
evidence of only partial boilding, and plating of Zr-Cu against unplatcd OFHC copper bmxd 
completely. 
These rtsults conclusively indicated that in order to dry hydrogen furnace 
braze a Zr-Cu nozzle liner, the liner has t 3  be electroless nickel plated. A test pieze simulating 
the nozzle with L5e deep channels was sstisfactoiily ~!ated, depositing an overall nominal plating 
thickness of 0.0003 in. 
Utilizing the established machining, plating, fit ~p and braze ~rocedure. all 
subsequent brazing on liner to half-rings was con~let td  successf~lly. 
During the assembly of the transpire m l e a  throats. the platelets are stacked 
into flow sections with separator platelets isolating the flow sections. Each individual f l o ~  c -  
tion has a sepmte manifold that is installed dunng the sucking operation. The manifold has 
.013 diameter through holes to accommodate the .010 diameter thermocouple leads. Thc twelve 
leads art fed simultmeously through the manifold as it is insralled over the piatelet stack. Due to 
the routing of the leads and the close tolerance in the feed holes, an extremely high suess load is 
placed on the leads. A majority of the thermocouple losses experie~lced are attributed to this 
operation. After completion of stacking, the transpire coolant manifolds are E B welded. The 
external bclts are installed and t'le lir 3 to shell close outs are E B welded. The complete fabri- 
cation cycle is shown in Figure 13. 
After completion of hernocouple terminations, 5 out of 48 themoccuples 
were funcdonal on the long transpire t h t  c o d e  and 3 gut of 36 on the short transpire throat. 

4.6, ~'echnical Discussion (cont.) 
The hot-fire resting was conducted in Bay 6 of the Aerojet Resmfch 
Laboratory. The setup consisted of the fuel and oxidizer feedsystem, a water cwlait feedsystem. 
a thrust stand, the hxdware and igniter feedsystem and instrumntztion The test bay with carbon 
dtpsition test assembly installed is shown in Figure 14. The facility has been checked out and 
used extensively to support testing on Contract NAS 8-34715. 
The propellants supplied to the injector conformed to the following. 
n e  injector oxidizer was liquid oxygen (LOX) flowrates varied from 0.80 to 
i .70 Ib/sec. 
The injector fuel wss RP-1 (MIL-P-25576). The RP-1 was passed through a 
10-micmn filter before entering the igniter. The injzctor fuel feed system w; capable of 
supplying ambient temperature RP-1 to the injector over a pressure range from 1500 to 3000 
psig. The RP- I flowrates varied from 0.50 to 1.70 I b/sec. 
4.3.4 Jeniter Fuel 
The igniter fuel was gaseous hydrogen (GH2) MIL-P-27202B. l'he GH2 was 
passed through a 10-micron filter before enrering the igniter. The igniter fuei feed system was 
capable of supplying ambient temperature GH2 to the igniter inlet at approximately 2.500 psia. 
I l e  GHz flowrate was 0.N74 Ib/sec. 
4.3.5 Transpire Nozzle Coolant (Methane) 
T! P, liquid methane (LCH4) transpire coolant conformed to Propellant 
Methane Type 2 PC-44. The LCH4 was passed through a 10-micron filter before enteing the 
nozzle circuits. The coolant feed system was capable of supplying LC& over a pressure range 
1 
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4.3, Test Facility (cont.) 
from 1000 to 3000 psia and a temperature range of -250 to -270tF. The L C b  flowrate was 
0.42 lbdsec. 
The RP-1 coolant conformed to MIL-P-25576 and was passed through a 10- 
micron filter before entering the nozzle circuits. The cooiant feed system was capable of 
scpplyin,g ambient temperature RP-1 over a pressure range from 1000 to 3000 psia and a 
f l o m t e  from 0.26 to 0.56 lbs/sec. 
A schematic of the propellant feedsystem is shown in Figure 15. The propel- 
lants were supplied to the engine from the pressurized tankage. The oxidizer is pressurized with 
helium and the fuel with nitrogen. Both the fuel and oxidizer tanks and lines are jacketed to 
provide temperature c?nrml with liquid nitrogen, as required to condition the propellants. The 
fuel tank capacity is 200 gal. and the oxidizer tack is 50 gal. capacity. Both tanks can be oper- 
a~ed to 5,500 psia. 
The GO;?/GH2 igniter was fed propellant from high pressure 'K' bttles. 
Sonic venuries were used to control the flowrates. An existing GLA power supply was used to 
provide the required spark energy for ignition. 
Y e  liquid methane for nozzle throat transpire cooling was supplied from a 
15W gai supply tank to a 30 gal run tank. The 30 gal. run tank was pressurized with nitrogen to 
a maximum of 3000 psig. The methane was then supplied to the nozzle coolant circuits. The 
methane coolant circuit was provided with a GN2 purge. The GN2 conformed to MIL-P-2741 
and was passed through a 10 micron filter before entering the coolant circuits. 
Deionized water for cooling of the thrust chamber cornponefits (calorimeter 
chambers, resonators, etc.) was supplied from a 3,000 psi, 180 gallon tank situated adjacent to 
the test bay. This tank feeds an inlet manifold located next to the test stand. This manifold con- 
stitutes a common coolant supply plenum for all circuits in the cooled hardware. Each cooling 
circuit is supplied through its own individual high pressure (3000 psi) flex line leading from the 
manifold to the test hcdware. The flew in each circuit is controlled by a,; orifice in the dis- 
charge side of the circuit. This location for the flow control orifices rllaintains high pressure in 
2 
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4.3, Test Facility (cont.) 
the cooling circuit and maximizes the burnout safety factor. The individual cooling circuits dis- 
charge through flex lines to a common discharge manifold and thence to a drain. 
4.3.7.1 Purges 
4.3.7.1.1 Oxidizer Purge 
The oxidizer circuit was provided with a dry GN2 purge. The GN2 con- 
formed to specification MIL-P-27401. It was passed through a 10-micron (nominal) fiiter before 
entering the oxidizer circuit. Maximum dew point requirement was -50°F. The purge pressure 
provided an oxidizer injector cold-flow pressure of 80 psia. 
4.3.7.1.2 Fuel Purge 
The fuel circuit -was provided with a GN2 purge. The GN2 conformed to 
Specification MIL-P-27401. It was passed through a 10-micron (nominal) filter before entering 
the fuel circuit. The purge pressure provided a fuel injector cold-flow pressure of 80 psia. 
4.3.7.1.3 Igniterpurge 
The igniter fuel and oxidizer circuirs were provided with GN;! purges. 
The GN2 conhrmed to Specification MIL-P-27401. The miaimum purge pressure was 2,800 
psia. This purge was activated during the testifig such that there is no hzckflow of L..02/RP- 1 
propellants or combustion products into the igniter. 
An instrumentation list is provided in 'Table 6. Figure 16 shows insnurnenta- 
tion locaoon. The calorimeter instrumentation consisted of a pressure transducer and thermo- 
couple probe in the coolant water supply manifold, an orifice plate, pressure transducer and 
thermocouple probe in each of the calorimeter chazilel outlets, and a pressure transducer in the 
coolant water outlet manifo!d. The bulk temperature rise and flowrate in each channel was used 
to calculate the average heat flux at that I~cation. 
The. triinspire flowrate instrumentation is illustrated in Figure 17. The mani- 
fold feeding the transpire cooled section contained three orificed circuits controlled by indepen- 
dent remote valves. This configuration allows three different flowrates during any single test. 
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4.3, Tsst Facility (cont) 
The instrumentation in the existing hardware, viz,  the injector and baziel 
calorimeter sections, was the same as that used on the Carbon Deposition (NAS 8 -37  15) tests. 
The test hardware was instrumented to measure the injector manifold prcs- 
suns, the injector face pressure, and the chamber wall temperatures. The steady-state pressures 
arc measured with Taba uansdxns. 
High fiquency injector manifold prtssurc oscillations werc measured using 
Kistler pc~sur t  ransducers. The Kistler output is recorded on magnetic tape and played back on 
the oscillograph at reduced speed for data znalysis. 
Calibration of the test insmmtntation was maintained in accordance uith 
MIL-C-45662 ar.d standard kerojet calibration procedures. The instrumentation rtcording sys- 
tem was calibrated and ranged prior to and after canducting the tests and at any other time 
require4 in order ta ens- data accuracy. The calibration steps was of sufficient s u m k  and 
magnitude to fully define deviations of the instrumntation system and was identified by parame- 
ter and sequence. 
4.4.1.1 Cold Flow Wata Tests 
The calorimeter circuits werc water flocCd to establish a Kw value for 
each indepndent circuit. This Kw data c a n p a d  to the predicted valves within expected 
results. The I-xasurcd Kw circuit values were used to compute flomte durir,g hot fm testing. 
4.4.1.2 Calorimter Hot Fire Testing 
The combustor consisted af an H2/% igniter assembly, an OF0 LOX/RP- 
1 niplet injector, a water cooled copper accustic cavity and fuel film coolant mwifold, and two 
water cooled cylindrical nickel sections, as described in section 4.1 of t+is report. This hardware, 
designed for the ongoing Carbon Deposition program, had been run previously at rmin chamber 
conditions and was considered :c, be a well characterized, non-streaking injector. The i~jector 
4.4, Nozzle Testing (cont.) 
propellant fiowratc was about 1.7 1Ws at 1500 psi. The heat transfer characteristics of the injcc- 
tor arc discussed in Ref 2. 
Twelve calorimeter f ~ ~ s t s  were run, as surnrnarizd on Table 7. Four tests 
werc run at 1 0  psi chamber pzssun to check out the rig and to provide low chamber pnssuie 
flux data The rcmeining tests werc run at 1500 psi chamber pressure and oxygen w RP-I 
fuel mixture ratios of 2.4 to 3.8. l[?rroat heat fluxes varied from 60 to 82 BTUhn2-s. Since h e  
throat cooling circuits were desigced for 3 maximum nean heat f!ux of 78 ~TUfin*-s. per Ref. 3. 
it was decided nor to test at 2000 psi chamber pressure as originally planned. The exmpolated 
hest flux foi 2000 psi chamber pressure is 103 ~TU/in2-s assuming heat flax varies as the 0.8 
power of chamber pressure. The planned test duration was 20 seconds per test, bur several tests 
were shut down by the CSM (combustion stability monitor). Sirniiar CSM shut downs occurred 
on t+e Carbon Deposition program. On test no. 114, there was a loud hum, but no CSM shut 
down, at 14 seconds until end of test. During the hum, throat and convergent section heat fluxes 
increased 20 percent. 
The maximum throat heat flux at 1500 psi chamber pressure was 82.3 
B/inZs on test no 11 1. Throat heat fluxes are listed for both start and end of test, unere "start" 
is 3 to 5 seconds into the test, ana "end" is the last data point prior to s h ~ t  dew:,. On test nos. 
107 to : 14 then was a 2 to 13 percent increase in heat flux from beginning to end of test. On 
test nos. 115 to 117 this trend reversed itself and the heat flux went down about 15 percent from 
beginning to end of test. 
Calorimeter channel axial locations and m a  ntios are !isted in Table 8. 
The axial distafice of a channel wns defined at the intersection of a line 
norma: to ho! gas side channel wall and the hot gas surface. Calorimeter design detail was taken 
Erom drawing ncs. 1203 144 and 1203 145. The surface area is the hot gas wali area cooled by the 
circuit. 
Heat fluxes were calculated from the measured zooling water bulk temperi- 
ture rises and fiom!es using eq. (1) below. 
SUMMARY OF OPERATING CONDmONS FDR CAIAXIME'IER 
N O Z i Z E H O T r n ~ S T S  
TestNo. I)ur PC WMR StartWA EndQA (3xmx.n~ 
(3) *m@-s*  
106 2.0 967 2.4 C h d  out test 
109 2.0 1520 2.5 (Sheck out ttst 
110 2.8 1498 3.2 78.6 Shut down on 1L 
1 1  I 13.6 1 ,Coo 3.2 80.1 52.3 Shut down on 1L 
112 20.0 1~05 3.2 75.5 77.2 
113 8.1 1519 2.5 75.1 76.3 Sbut down on 1L 
114 20.0 1487 2.6 71.8 72.9 Loud hum @ 14 sec 
115 20.0 1486 3.8 67.6 60.0 
m 
CALORIMETER CHANNEL AXIAL LOCATION 
Circuit k. Axial Dist. Dist. to Thn#lt Wall Radius A m  Ratio Surface Area 
(in) (in) (in) (in*) 
Frictional heating and water inlet tanpame variation erfects w-ert negligible. Water flowrates 
were calcu1a:ed frOm the measured pressme drups across the individual circuits using prt-ast 
cold flow data. Surface areas wen obtained from Table 7. Reference wall tempcratm were 
not calculatd. 
4.4.1.3 ~~ Hot Fire Test Data Analysis 
A review of the appended calorimeter data plots reveals that heat fluxes 
Lpsaam from the throatb m e a , ~  by circuits 02 to 06, show beginning to er.d of test variation, 
similar to the throat heat flux, circuit 07. Heat fluxes downs- from the throat, circuits 08 to 
13, did not vary from beginning to end of test, nor did they increase during the hum on test no. 
1 14. 
Figure 18 shows a cmiparison of measured and predicted heat flux versus 
axial position for test no. 112. Predicted heat fluxes w m  obtained from Ref. 3, calculated ~ising 
the SCALE integral boundary layer model with Cg corntion factors based on Carbon 
Deposition calorimeter heat flux data. The measured throat heat flux is 20 percent greater then 
the SCALE prediction, but convergent &on heat flilxes are up to 50 percent less than pre- 
dicied. The low convergent section heat fluxes may indicate unburned propellult. These propel- 
lants could be burning in the throat, which accounts for the high throat heat flux. 
4.4.2.1 Cold Flow Water Test 
The calorimeter and transpire circuits wert flowed independently to estab 
lish a Kw value for each circuit. These Kw values w m  within predicted values and were used to 
calculate flowrates during hot fuc testing. 
4.4.2.2 Methane Transpiration Cooled Hot Fire Testing 
On the initial attempts to hot fire the main combustor, ignition was not 
obtained. This resulted in the major share of the methane coolant king expended during the 
blccdir~'chil1down cycle for the ittempted tests. The lack of ignition was attributed to the ignitor 
assembly. To comct the problem, the spark plug was replaced and propellant in!et pressures 
adjcstcd to reduce ignitor chamber pressure. 
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4.4, N o d e  Testing (cont.) 
A single five second short duration test was wn~pleted before the methane 
was expended. The primary purpose of this test was for system and nozzle check out. Coolant 
flowrate was pu~psefully set high at 0.27 lbdsec. This flowrate rtsulted in a throat wall temp- 
eratare of -169OF. compared to a design allowable temperature of 900°F. The methane data plot 
from test 119 is appended. This data was insufficient to perform meaningful analysis. 
4.4.2.3 RP- I Transpiration Cooled Hot Fire Testing 
After the methane tests, RP-1 transpiration cooling tests were begun. On 
the second test, the 12 in. calorimeter nickel barrel section burned through and the test program 
was terminated. The post test condition of the nozzle was excellent. There were no eroded areas 
or plugged slots. The throat wall temperature was about 200' F on both tests. The RP-1 transpi- 
ration flowrate was 0.21 !Ws, or 1 1  perceni of total pmpellant flowrate. Of this total, about 0.15 
1Ws or 8 percent of total propellant flowrate came from the first three compamnents covering - 
0.7 in. just upstream from the throat. This is ihe relevant transpiration flowrate for analytical 
anchoring and exapolation to full scale. The .06 1Qs flowrate in the fourth section downstream 
from the throat is a feature of the bench test design. A full scale engine would probably be regen 
cooled in this section. 
For a 0.1 5 1Ws RP. 1 transpiration flowrate, the TRANSP2 predicted throat 
wall temperature is about 900' F, corilpared to 200' F measured. The difference between the 
predicted and actud wall temperature is attributed to an RP- 1 liquid layer at the wall not 
.;as corre- accounted for in the TRANSP2 one-dimensional gaseous analytical model. The dat- 
lated by a two-dimensional liquid lsyer hcat sink mcdel, but the lack of additional flowrate data 
points makes extrapolation uncenair.. If the liquid layer heat sink model correlation is assumed 
accurate, the throat flowrate can be reduced to .05 1Qs with a coking limited design allowable 
wall temperature of 550' F. This is s 67% reduction In RP- 1 transpiration flowrate compared to 
the flowrare tested. 
Using the liquid layer heat sink model further, [he RP- 1 transpiration 
flowrates for a full scale 750 Klbf LOXPP-1 engine were recalculated. The new transpiration 
flow~rcs an: ilbout 35% less than the flowrares in Ref. 1. The revised maximum Isp increase for 
an RP-1 engine is 10.2 scconds at 2804 psi chamber pressure, compared to 3.0 seconds in Ref. 1 
over J pre  regen cooled design. The following discussion is based on a review of the W-1 
cwling data from test nos. 124 and 125. Both the methane and RP-1 data p!cts are appended. 
4.4, Nozzle Testing (cont.) 
Qpmting conditions for the two RP-1 tests are listed on Tabk 9. The p!anncd test duration was 
60 seconds. During this run time, threc different coolant flowrates w e n  to be tested, starting 
with maximum flowrate, then throttling down at 20 and 4Ci beccmds. However, on test no. 124, an 
operating limit kill was enmuntmd after the tirst 20 seconds, and on test no. 125 the 12 in. bar- 
n! section failure shut down the test at 13 seconds. Thercforr., only one flowrate was run on 
each test. 
There were thrte operational t h m o u p l e s  which provided wall tempera- 
ture clats. "Their axial and radial thermocouple placement is listed in Table 10. 
The thermocoup!e of primary intenst is TNClOC since i! is closest to the 
hot gas wall in the throat where the maximum h a t  fiux occurs. On test no. 124 the nuximum 
temperature at TNClOC was 169' F. The W-1 transpiration coolant flow was 0.26 1Ws. On test 
no. 125, the lnrutimum temperature at TNClOC was 177'F and the RP-1 transpiration flowrate 
was 0.21 1Ws. There were other thennocouples installed in the nozzle, but only the three listed 
above were o-peratior;ial. 
The RP-1 transpiration coolant distribution for test no. 125 is shown in 
Table 1 1. 
In this report, the flow sections are numbered in the hot gas flow direction, 
i.e., section 01 is closest to the injector. For clarity, the upstream axial distance for each section 
is given. There was 0.15 1Ws of RP-1 injected from sections 01,02 and 03, which cover -0.7 in. 
upstream from tht: ~~roa t .  This flowrate maintains the throat temperature as measured by ther- 
mocouple TNCIOC. The RP-1 flowrate from section 04 is injected downstream fmm the throat 
and therefore does not affect throat temperature. 
Since only the total W- 1coolant flomte was measured, the RP- 1 flwrate 
distribution had to be determined analytically. The calculation was made using the Ref. 5 
hydraulic modei modified by a 0.7 flowrate correction factor based on cold flow data. A com- 
plete summary of flowrate by platelet is given in Table 12. 
The TRANSP2 predicted wall temperature for an RP- I transpiration 
flowrate of 0.15 Ibls RP-1 is 900' F. Thus, the analytical model dppears to contain a significant 
enor. One possible explanation for the difference between measured and predicted wall 
TABIE9 
OPERATING CONDITIONS FOR RP-1 TRANSPIRATION COOLING TESTS 
Test No. 124 Test No. 125 
- 
Chamber Rcssaut 1538 1536 PSL4 
Mixture Ratio 3.5 3.5 
i3X Flowrate. 1.35 1.34 LB/S 
W-1 Fuel Howrate 0.38 0.38 LS/S 
RP- I Trmspire Flowrate 0.26 0.21 LB/S 
Duration 20 13 SEC 
Throat l'mptram 169 176 F 
lAuLl.Q 
THERMOCOUPLE LOCATION 
Axial Dist. from Radial Dist. h m  Test No. 524 Test No. 125 
TIC ,lo. Throat (in) I., ; Gas (in) Temperature (Fj Temperature (F) 
TNC lOC 0 0.05 169 177 
TNCl lC 0 0.15 115 122 
TNC 13D 0.180 0.05 112 113 
liwdill 
RP- 1 TTANSPIRATION LWLANT FZ8WlE SUMMARY 
BY SECTION FOR TEST KEWDOl-OA- 125 
hhnifold 
Section No. 
- Axial Dist (in) Cooled Length (in) Ressurc (PSIA) Flowrate (1Ws) 
Tablo 12. Calculated RP - 1 Coolant Flowrate Distributi~n 
for T a t  No. KEE4 - DO1 - OA - 125 
METER AXIAL AREA MANIFOLD W U L  DELTA FLOW 
NO DIST RATIO PRESS PRESS PRESS RATE 
(IN) (PSI; (PSI) (PSI) (LB/S)  
_ - _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
SECTION 01 
SECTION 02 
SECTION 03 
SECTION 04 
4.4, Nozzle Testing (cont.) 
lcmperatures is that th. TRA'dSP2 calculstion did no: inclgde RP- 1 liquid iayer effects. This 
hypothesis is examined in the data cornlation section below. 
A transient analysis of the rhermaouple temperature dan from test no. 125 
indicates a throat heat flux of about 2.5 BTUZ~~-s .  This is s 978 reduction compared to 80 
BTUlin2-s without RP- 1 cwIir:g. The transient vlzlysis was performed using the IMPL fin 
model. Several combinations of heat t n~s fe r  coeficie~t and hot gas temperature fi the data, as 
shown if Figure 19. ?F,us, athough the vtall heat flux can be dculated irom the data, it is not 
possible to separatc the wdl recovery temperature a-~d heat transfcr coefficier,~ 
Ref. 5 used a modified porous wall analgticai model, TRAbTSPZ, to predict 
transpiration flowrates for the subscale notzkes. In this model, the hot gas side heat flux is 
rzduced from the no blowing value using 2 blockage correlation derived from sintered wall 
gaseous cvoling data. On the coolant side. a fin model is used to calculate the coolant blowing 
wre gas zcovery temperature. In othcr words, all heat flux reductions are lumped into !he heat 
transfer coefficient. 
RP-1 is injected as a liquid, znd probabiy forms a liquid layer next to the 
wall. Thus. as in liquid Elm cooling, the primary wall protection mechanism may be wdl film 
temperature reduction. This would be tspccially likely for high coolant f lomtes where most of 
h c  liquid carries over hum ~ ~ s t m m  injection. For thin liquid layers there are several analyticd 
methods. Ref. 6 assumes a diffusing cm1ar.t vapor at the surface which reduces the wall hea: 
flux in the same mannyr as in na2spi:ation. Ref. 7 treats the liquid layer, i an isothermal heat 
sink and itnposes an empirically derived efficiency methods assume an adiabatic wal!. 
heither of the 3bovc methods fuily describe the prcsent case. Because the 
nc;ule wall is not adiabatic. it is necessary to predict both the hot gas side F ~t tiansfer coeffi- 
cien: as well as the TG-1 layer temperature to perform a w2ll energy balance. The heat nnsfer 
coefficient canno: be easily calculsted since it requires an estimate of the velocity and tempern- 
t u ~  boundary layer ;:?file in the liquid layer. NG such infomatiori is readi:y available. 
It  is possible to calculate the RP-1 layer bulk temperature if an erergj bal- 
ance wit4 the con gas is assumed wherein the heat flux to the arlnulai liquid RP- l iayer is equal 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 cb eO * 
- - 
ea 0 
- 
aD 
N - - 
d P a p  - a ~ n l u ~ a d ~ o l a j  
4.4, Nozzle Testing (cont) 
to the heat flux. to a solid wall. Tbe heat loed an then be taken directly from the caldnctcr 
no& heat load data For test no. 1 17, whcrr the injector afixnnt ratio was 3.4. the heat load up 
!o the throat was 3 1.4 BTU/s. This h a  kwd is assumed for test no. 125 since ttte chamber 
pressure and mixture ratio were about the same. For test no. 125. the RP-1 flowme up to the 
throatwas@.15lQs. ThusthecalculatcdcnagybalanccRP-1 h y e r b u l k t t m p & ~ a t  thc 
throa~ is 4600 F, using an average spccific kat of 0.55 BTUnb-F. The RP- 1 mnpaamc is 
hi* than the wall tanpaatun becaw the wall is in tmdy  cooled by RP- 1 forced convection. 
If the 4600 F bulk ttmpaaturc is usai as the driving ttmpaam f a  heat uansfer, a heat transfer 
coefficient of .O1 BTU~~"-S-F is i n f d  fran rhe tmsient data Now, if the heat transfer coef- 
ficient is assumed constant, and the h v c  method is repeated, the predicted flowrate for a S W  F 
wal! is -05 IWs, or about 67% kss than the 0.15 Ib/s throat flowrate on test co. 125. 
The liquid layer model usad above is e simple model which does not t r a t  
any of the gas am: liquid d y r k s .  It is unlikely that such a model would comelate data 
obtained o v a  a wi*. range of mlant f lom*a.  If f u m -  tests an conducted and the data is not 
-c~r;.tlatcd by the heat sink apprxtch, it may be *scful to rnodify TRANSP2 to account for liquid 
h y ~  effem. Thcsc include: (1) liquid layc build up dmi;ar trt downmeam cooling in the 
gaseous model; (2) heat transfer rcduch~ at the am gas L~terface due to RP- 1 vapor, similar to 
the current gaseous blockage d l ;  and (3) liquid layer SounCary layer analysis to &tarnine the 
wall hat transfa coefficient 
RP- 1 transpiration flowratcs for a 750 Klbf engine were reportd in Ref 1, 
I able 8. Flowrate requixments varies from 32.2 1Ws to 21 1 IWs, a 1.2 to 8.5 percent of tonl 
proptlIant, dcpcn&ng on cooled Iurgth. A coking Limited 5.W F wall tanperaturt WE assumed 
for the hot gas wall with RP-1 transpiration. RP-1 flomates wnt rcaticulatcd using the liquid 
layer heat sink approach described above snd wert found to be reduced by about 3546, as shown 
in Table 1 3. The new RP- I flowraws atr, 0.8 to 5.9 percent of total propellant flowrate. The 
maxim~m sea level Isp incrtase is 10.2 seconds when the cooled length is 32 in. The previous 
m i m u n i  Isp increase was 3 seconds. The reason for the large change in Isp increase is that RP- 
1 mspiration is assumed to nuke no contribution to thrust Thatfore a reduction in RP- 1 tran- 
spiration flowrate causes a ppntionril inmas, in Isp. In the above calculations, the liquid 
I iuuu  
NEW BASELINE SPECIFIC IMPULSE INCREASE WITH KP- I LWLING 
Transpiration 
Coolcd Flou r i  4E T d  Dtfm ISY 
PC (psi) L Prim (in) Length (in) (1Ws) Roptllant iSP (sec) (=I 
4.4, N o d e  Testing (cont.) 
layer heat transfer coeficieilt to the wall was set equal to the con gas wall heat uansfer coeffi- 
cient from the SCALE computer program. 
For the case where RP- 1 chamber pressun is maintained at 1 0  psi, the 
arbpump discharge pressure car, be reduced from 8001) psi to 4010 psi with an associated RPl 
rn: spintion flowrate of 80 IWs, compared to 120 1Ws previously. The new perfarmance loss for 
this case is 8 selands. 
A note of cailtior. needs to be dded in regards to the use of the above data. 
Although these preliminary RP-! data eppear promising, the single data point and the :ack of a 
verified analytical model makes extrapolation highly uncertain. The predictions f ~ r  the full scsle 
engine should the~forc be regarded 3s preliminary and fu~he r  investigations undertaken to 
enlarge the available dstabase. 
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36952, July 1989. 
2. Hernandez, R.. et. al, "Carbon Deposition Model for Oxygen Hydrogen 
Combustion." Interim Final Report 2427-iFR, Conmct NAS 8-347 15. September 
1987. 
3. Kim, D.. 'Thermal Analysis for Subscalc Regerative Cooled Nozzle", Presented at 
Preliminary Design keview, 7 November 1988. 
4. May, L.R., "Subscale Hardwan Hot Fix Testing Test Plan", Contract NAS 8- 
36952, February 199 1. 
5.  Sieger, S.N., "Thermal Analysis for Tnnspiration Cooled Thro-t Platelet Bench 
Test Noul~s", EAR No. 9986:2589. 
6. Rosenhow, Wamn M. ed., "Handbook of Heat Transfer .'.pplications," McGraw- 
Hiil Book Company, 2nd Edition, 1985, pp. 1-48 to ! -5  1. 
7. Huzcl, Dieter K., and Huacg, David H., "Design of Liquid Prcpellant Rocket 
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APPENDIX A 
SYhlBOLS, NOMENCLATLRE 
AND UNIT CONVERSION FACTORS 
P 
Subscripts 
C 
an 
mt, blowing parameter 
Wt. reduced blowing parameter 
specxfic heat 
h s t  
enthdpy 
sea-ievcl spuiiic impulse 
thQmal conductivity 
mokcuhr weight 
Mach no. 
molecular weight 
chamber prtss.m 
Prandtl number 
heat flux 
fin eq-lation coefficient 
Reynm. ' number 
S tanton number 
e"npt=m 
velocity 
flowrate 
(pu)cl(pu)e, kjection ratio 
exit area mi3 
density 
coolant 
coolant manifold 
critical 
boundary layer edge 
without blowing 
m v e q  
total 
transpiration cmlant 
wall 
AN 
A1 
AR) 
BOSF 
w 
c g  
Cg, in 
Cp 
CC* 
c*, 
C*mt 
C*ODE 
C/H 
CH4 
C2H2 
c2H4 
c2H6 
c3H6 
c3% 
C12H26 
Q 
Dia 
Do 
Df 
4 
EB 
EDM 
FFC 
FOF 
FRCM 
l T Y  
Air ForcJNavy Standard fiuing 
Throatarea 
A m j a  Propulsion Division 
Rum Out Safety Factor 
effective area fur fluid flow 
h, ( e m *  (-cal 
h, (q-=i-n=taVh, 
specific heat at corrstant pressure 
c- velocity 
?as -tic velocity 
charactais~c ;relocity fnrm test data 
characmistic velocity fnnn ODE 
carbon to hydrogen mole ratio 
chanicalformulaformtrhane 
chemical formula for acetylene 
chemical formula f a  ethylene 
chemical formula for ethane 
chemical frxmula f a  propylene 
chemical formula for propane 
chemical formula for RP- 1 
chamber diamtter 
diamaa 
oxidiza injector orifice diameter 
fuel injector cfiarmttr 
thmt  diamtter 
Ekctron Beam Welding 
Electm Discharge Machining 
fucL film amling 
fud-oxidizer he: injtctor pattern 
Fuel Kich Combustion Model 
yield strength 
gravitaticnal constant 
gas genaata 
GH2* gH2 
GN2 
GOX 
Hz 
H20 
HC 
hg 
ISP 
JANNAF 
KOJ 
KFJ 
Kw 
UD 
m 2  
LNG 
L ' 
Lox* Lu2 
1L 
Muuler 
Mouter 
MR 
:.iap@ 
MRGG 
Mw 
NASA/L&C 
NBP 
Ni 
no;n 
02 
OF,  -zs;wf 
ODE 
OFHC 
OFO, 0-F-0  
OMS 
ox, OXID 
PC or PC 
gaseous hydrogen 
gaseous nitmgen 
s="ls O X Y W  
hyQogcn 
wam 
hy- 
heat m s f a  coefficient 
specific ittapulsc 
Joint Army, Navy, NASA, Air Force 
Kistlcr high-freqluency pressure transducer-oxidizer 
Kistler hi@-frequency pressure transducer-fuel 
hydraulic admittarme 
length-mdhmcr ratio 
liquid hydrogen 
liquified natural gas 
chamber len jgh 
liquid oxygen 
first longitudinal mode instability 
momentum through inner circle of injection elements 
momentum through outer circle of injection elements 
m i x m  ratio 
gas mixture ratio 
gas generator mixture ratio 
molecular weight 
NASA Lewis Research Center 
n d  boiling point 
chemical symbol for nickel 
nominal 
chemical formula for oxygen 
mixture ratio 
One Dimensional Equilibrium 
oxygen-free high-conductivity copper 
cxidizer-fuekmkiizer injector psttern 
Orbital Maneuvering System 
oxidizer 
chamber pressure 
Pcoo~ant out 
r n S D  
m s u  
Pk-to-Pk 
PFJ 
pgas 
Pin 
Pmanifold out 
FQJ 
PRTSC 
PWC 
PWI 
R 
RAD 
RP- 1 
SINDA 
Tw 
TC or TIC 
TC4 
Tcoolant in 
'Lmht out 
TCR 
TIG 
Tmanifdd out 
TRAN72 
prism in acoustic cavity (Tabw transducer) 
in acoustic cavity (Kistler transducer) 
coolant inkt prcswIe 
coolant outlet pressure 
chamber pressure downsaam of turbine simulator 
chamba prcssure upstream of turbine simulator 
peak--@ 
fuel injection v u r e  
g= p n s s m  
inltt pxlxwrc 
manifold outlet pressure 
oxidim injection pressure 
PClSD/PcrSSU 
pressure of water coolant 
inlet presswe of water coolant 
gas constant 
radius 
hjirocarbon fuel similar to kerosene 
Systems hpnrvcd Numerical Differencing Analyzer 
gas kmperaturt 
thamocouple 
thrust chamber assembly 
coolant inlet temperature 
coolant outlet temperatwe 
thamocouple nading 
Tungsten Inert Gas Welcihg 
d o l d  outlet temperam 
computer program to calculate thermodynamic and 
transport properties of complex mixtures 
temperature of water cmlant 
chamber volume 
fuel flow rate 
oxidizer flow rate 
total flow rate 
1 ~ t d i n . ~ - s  
lT 
1 ft/s 
1 in. 
1 kcaVmol 
1 l W s  
1 psi 
d r r o l l i u m w  alloy 
enthalpy 
pnssurc drop 
 test /c*ode 
area ratio in convergent scctio~l 
ma ratio in divergent section 
gas specific heat ratio, cp(c, 
gas side heat flu 
fluid denisty 
gas residence time 
UNlT CONVERION FACTORS 
(ENGLISH TO SI) 
APPENDIX B 
HARDWARE DRAWINGS 
Hardware Drawings 
Transpiration and Calorimemc Cooled Nozzle Assy 
Liner Assembly and Details 
Housing 
Platelet Stack Assy 
Platelet Separator Assy 
Ring, Platelet Manifold 
Tub: Assy 
Manifold Cylinder 
Adaptor, Fitting Instrumentation 
Carbon Deposition Hardware 
1195815 Thrust Chamber Asseln3:ly 
1195813 Chamber Barrel Section 
1 195777 Injector Assembly (Fine Pattern) 
1195812 Resonator Ring Fuel Film Cooling Assy 
1195851 Turbulence Ring Fuel Film Coaling Assy 
11958j2 Resonator Tuning Ring 
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APPENDIX D 
BASELINE FULL-SCALE DESIGN ANALYSIS 
BASELINE FULL-SCALE DESIGN ANALYSIS 
Throat w n s p i ~  m!: c; JQW: 4 i g k  chamber p;twres by elin Granng the his11 p i s l i r e  
drop as: xiared with me nigh vek .I;! -,-c;;-c~; 1,. i r i a l  section. The primary ~ ~ i o m ~ a n c e  
benefit of the higher chamber pressure is krfI,ed frcm the incnased expansion ratio available for 
the booster engine which must operate at sea level atmospheric pmrr-s without nozzle flow 
separation. A .mrall performmu he f i t  is also dcnved fran ckmased kinetic and boundary 
layer losses. 
Figure D- 1 shows the hypothetical increase in sea-level specific impulse with chamber 
prtssure for an all-regen LOX/RP-1 booster operating st a mixture ratio of 2.8. A QOsecod 
increase L? sptclfic impulse is possible if the chamber pressure is increased from 1COO psi to 4000 
psi. The exit area ratio increases from ! 7.2 to 5 1.9. Because transpire coolant does not fcll y mix 
and bwn with the core flow. the net gain in specific impulse with msp'mtion is less than the 
theoreticid gains sham in Figure D-1. The objective of the performance analysis was to quantify 
the neo perfmmce gain as a function of uanspire flowate. As sh~wn later, it is possible to 
increase the performme of a methane chamber by 8.2 seconds by increasing the operating 
pressure from 3600 psi, the all-regen limit, to 5664 psi. The perfomlance of an RP- 1 chamber 
can be incrcascd by 14.8 seumds by using LOX transpire to increase the chamber pressure from 
.000 psi tr ,104 psi. 
If an increase in engine system life, rather than specific impulse, is the primary objective, ine 
pressure drop savings can be used to reduce turbopump discharge pressure requirtments. For 
chai iba  operating at their all-ngen pressure limit, p-ure loss savings a d  hence pump iife 
inxeases can be ~tpificant. For a 750 klbf RP-1 engine operate3 at 1300 psi chamber pressure, 
t~ : all-reger .- -essure loss is 3900 psi. Because pump life is proportional to the one-third power 
of pumi 'kharge pressure, a nearly tenfold in- in life is possible for the RP- 1 pump. 
The chamber geometry was panemcd after the STBE chamber design shown in Figure D-2, 
v ith a 2.8 con~action ratio and 2 90 percent bell nozzle contour. The propellant mixture ratios 
ai id C* eficiencies arc listed in Table D-1. The C* efficiencies are iong-term values defined by 
N 4 P~ for use in LOX/Hydrocarbon studies. Chamber L prime was calculated using 
cquation (1). 
0RIG;i: ; " 1  
OF POOR Q u w ~ l l u '  I 1 .  

Lox/RP-1 @ 2090 psi 
k-- Chamber ~ u u l e - 4  
Generator 
10.621 RAD I RT = 8.132" I I I 
- 
Figure D - 2. STBE Tri-Propellant Engine Geometry 
PROPELLANTS- 
LOXIMETHANE 
LOX/ PROFANE 
LOXIRP- 1 
Propeilantzl, Mixturn Ratios, and C' Effkiencier, 
DefinedforStudy 
MIXTURE RAY I O S  
3.5 
3 - 1  
2.8 
TSe pcPformmce oi the all-nge,~ c\rarntm w~ d c u L &  JAAI:; $e Tt.AXI"L r \ n C K K T  
codes. TRAh72 was used to ficd the exit area ratio, assuming a 6 psi ODE exit pressure. 
ROCKET contains data compiled from ODK into perfamanix tables for a wide range of mixture 
ratios, chamber pnssilres and area ratios, as shown in Table D-2. ROCKET was tised to 
&tennine h t  size and thrust. After compiling initial data it was observed that for a givzn 
chamber pnssure, thext was less than 2 percent variations in exit area ratio and that sizt for the 
thm j m q d h t  combinations. Therefore, average values were calculated and u s e d  As a result of 
using average values, it was possible to define geometries based on chamter pressu-e 
only. 
Selecrcd LOX-methane cases were run using TDK to compare with the ROCKET 
cdculations, and it was detexmir~ed that the ROCKEr data were accurate within 1 percent. Basea 
on these data, the RQCKET code was ju&d 4quate for the nurposes of this study. 
The specific impulse with transpire cooling was cdculated using the gas gxerator option of 
the ROCKIT &. The following assumptions were made. 
(1) No mixing or heat transfer between coclant and boundary layer gas. 
(2) Coolant specific heat independent of temperature. 
(3) One-dunensional expansion of coolant from chamber pressure to 6 psia. 
(4) Coolant dump location not accounted for. 
( 5 )  Presence of secondary flow does not affect primary stream performance loss factors. 
Because transpire ccolant velocities are low, about 10 fps, coolant to core momentum ratlos 
are also low. It was hereiore assumed !hat the mlant  will not penetrate the core gas. RP- 1 
transpire was modeled differently because it is injected at subcritical temperatures whereas the 
cHha cmlants arc superc;itical. RP-1 transpire cooling loss was modeled as a mass defect phe- 
nomenon, i.e., no penemtion into the kundary layer and no contribution to thrust. 
0 - 2  
3 b l ~  L'dmance T a M  for Three i%+ijsrii ChmMrrccnilome 
Gas-side heat transfer d c i e n t s  w e t  calculated using an integral enerm b n E ~ . y  kyer 
memu mtained in the S W  computcr p r o g d ~ ,  'Lhc S W  ~~ldyPiCa, model uses a sem- 
einpi<cal relation between Stmmn number and '~lca'w layer cnexgy thckless, sls ahown in 
equation (2), 
in which the correlation coefficient C is defined from subscale chamber data. mi? ec,c;%cient is 
partitioned inm two components, one dependent on aid distance to reprzsent bju:tcc:l. effib.crs, and 
the otncr dependent on Mach number to represent flow acceleration. The bc;uncb ;. Izyc! starts at 
he beginning of the convergent section. In the cylindrical secti~n upstream from this point, the 
heat transfer coefficient is scald by the mass velocity to the 0.8 pow= for any axial location. 
Figurc D-3 shows the high accuracy attained in matchine the gas side heat fluxes for a 40 K 
chmt T with a swirl co-axial, LOX1w injector. These data provide the basis for the gas side 
heat transfer coefficient scaling defined above for the propellants investigated it, this study. 
The coolafit side hear transfer correlations used in SCALE are sumarized in Table D-3. 
Two comhtions are given for methane, a wall-to-bulk temperature ratio correlation for pRssures 
grea!er than three times critical, and a more complex property ratio correlation for the near critical 
region. The latter correlation is similar to those for oxygen and propane. 
Refmnces 3,4,7 and 8 provide coking and corrosion data for metl~ane, propane and RP- 1. 
Although these results do not provide a clear definition of t!reshold wall temperatwpes, are 
somttimes con~dctory and ofien do not extend to high coolatlt velocities, a number of trends are 
clear. 
...... Caiorinwter Data 
Figure D - 3: Ccmparison .rf 4OK Swirl Coaxial, LorlCH4 Injector H a t  Hu..es 
With Integral Boundary bver Mde l  
mklQtu 
Recommended Supercdticai Coolant Heat Transfew Cweladoncr 
(1) Coking with propane is as bad or worse than with RP-I.. Thtrma! resistance incm,cs 
kt wall temperatures as low as 260 F were observed in Ref. 4, ana Rcf. 7 noted that 
deposits with propanc wen heavier, blacker and moft uniform than those with W- 1. 
Both references observrd higher deposition rates with propane at any giver, wall 
temperature, vhereas Ref. 6 noted depsltiorr rates comparable to RP- 1. 
(2) Methzne is clearly the best fuel h n  a coking stadpoint. No decomposition product 
deposition was observed in Ref. 4. However, deposits were observed at low c ~ i a n t  
bulk temperatures and low wall temperam attributable to adsorption of mercclptans 
in trace concentrations. 
(3) Cms ion  of copper surfdcez xsm with dl t h e  fuels due to reacacqs with sulphur 
irnpruities. A comsponding rocgheninq of the surfact wid? illcreased heat transkt 
ar,d pressure drop at high w311 tempemturts was observe3 i.2 Ref. 3 kid1 methane. 
Threshdd temperature; and exposurt: tirxs f3i- tnese effects are not well defined at this 
time. Nickel plating on *>: capper silrface elinirmaled tube corrosion and rduced 
dcposit fnxzration in most cases in Ref. 8. 
(4) Deposit formation due to cokicillg is sill; not well unders td  Obser*l& deposition 
rates are nonuniform in time and depend on velocity, coolant buLk temperature, sulfur 
contamit~ation and wall temperature. 
Rammended coolant-side wall temperatur~, limits for hydrourban regencooled seciorrs 
arc shown in Table D.4. 
Regencooled section analy:l:s w ~ s  accomplished with the SCALE program. SCALE 
integrates the cmlant energy and momentum equations qver the length of the channel and 
calculates local wall temperatures at selected locations along the channel. Fir. channel layout 
optimizations to minimize pressure drop is accomplished by parmeti,: studies. 
Two-dimensional co~ductic n effects in ~ct i inylar  channels and spatial variation of the 
coolant heat m s f e r  coefficient arc approximated as shown in Figure D-4. The hot wall adjacent 
to the channel, the entire land, and that part of the external wall adjacent !o the chn ,riel are 
represented as fins; that part of the external wall adjacent to the land is assumd to be isothe~z!. 
D - 4 
Coolant inlet Temperature and Coking Tmpemture Unit 
No coking temperature limit on !he caolant-31de, kg 487.844 
wall temperature is constrained by the cyckj IPe on gas9ide. 
. .  .. 
Coolint 
- 
RP-1 
Propane (Subcooletl) 
Propane (NBP) 
Mathane 
3xygen 
Hydrogen 
lirbd" .. . ternprr&iiria 1 Coking Temprraturr? 
. . ' K. (OR! -- . . . ~ l m ~ ,  cn 
31 1 (56C) 
11 1 (200) 
250 (450) 
144 (260) 
111 (200) 
61 (11 0) 
. 
561 (1010) 
St39 (1 060) 
589 (1 060) 
No Limk ' 
No iimit' 
No Limit' 
I Tint I 1- External Fin 
hLB HFAC x f 
h = GFAC hL + (1-GFAC)hLB 
b2 
Figure B - 4. SCALE Thrmul Modd Slmuhtm All tho Rdevant Heat 
Transfer Phemomena 
- - .. . 
D-13 
A simple resistance nc-wdc npxsents thc hot wall ,adjacent to 51e land ad cmnects the h a  v.dl 
fin to r!:e land fin. 
Different ~mlant heat transfer coefficients a e  s-cd with each fin. The hot wall heat 
mlsfea mfficien t is bsd m the average of dlt -:fitalint (?WU) and c o r n  (TCORhJ) wall 
~ t u i c s ,  whiie the co&ficie?t for the txtc nal wall is based m its centertine wall temperatun 
(TIIS). Thc land coefficient is merely a weie>tcd average of the other wo. 
In its design mode, SCALE ~ ~ c u l a t c s  ttie c~~ dcpvl profik required to satisfy gas-side 
and codat-si& v all r : r n ~ n m  criteria for a spafkd & ~ m d  layout. Gas-side wall 
a m p a a m  an. im; A !;5' q~clc  life and firing duration nqimncnts. For this sady a cyck life 
of 1 0  cydes wa5 .zcurncd. The wall temperature constraint for 100 cycles is illustrated in 
Figure D-S 5ip-e D-i iliusnstts w d  sarngth criteria used to determine ha-gas side wall 
thickness. 
ehanntl layout qd&ation is a:mrnpl&cd hy SCALE parametric studies. Channel 
gwrnetries used in this sndy art Iisted in Section 1.4. 
The transpire coolat flowrates were calculated using the mNSP computer pgrarn 
(Reference 8). ?likYSP imposes an energy balana: hetween the ncr hot-gas side heat mnsfer 
and the heat nansfemd to the coolant, as illusmted in Figure D-7. For methane and LOX, the 
gas-side h a t  flux reduction d ~ z  to blowing was calculated using a sernicrrlpiricd correlation 
shown in equation (3) below. 
St - I n ( l + a B ?  
-- 
St, aB2 
where a = (1 -.072M) (Me/Mc)a, and a = 0.35 (&>&), a = 0.6 (h/l<.%) 
This qxition is found k Reference (3) and was &rived from dr- in References (10) through 
(13). The blockage efficiency depends on the cooEmr flowrate, and on the mlecular weight ratio 
between the coolant and core gas. 
For RP-2 and Propme, the blcwing heat flux reductidn was calculated using equation (4). 
R g m  D - 5. Cycle UtdCrsep Wall Tempsrstwr, Crttsria 
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This equation is d a i v d  fhm the porous wall aanspirt data of Banle and Leadon reported in 
R & . r a ~ x  (12). In this model the heat flux reduction is a function of cooimt flowrate and specific 
heat Equafian (4) rcprtmts a simplified me&odology a7propriate f c ~  a parametic study. To 
more rigorwsly model RP- 1 ar.d propane, an analytical approach incluhng endothermic bond 
dissociation and chun id  kiretics is q u i d .  The basic methodology for a n d y z h ~  a chemically 
meting boundary layer is documented in Reference (14). This methalology will be used for the 
analysis of the bench test data 
On the mlant  sick the TIZAKSP fin option was usa% The fin model calculates swfzct and 
in-depth wall tempcranucs using equation (5). 
A description of the fin equation is found in Reference (IS). Surface temperatures for the 
ar~tin transpiration cooled lengths wen assumed to be 6GO degrees F. a coki temperature limit. 
for propane and RP- 1, and 2240 degrees F for methane and LOX. 
The pro~tilznt and coolant combinations studied an shown in Table D-5. Case 1 is a 
LOX-methane chamber with methane regen and transpire. Case 2 is a LOX-propane chamber 
with s u b l e d  propane regen and transpire. Cases 3.4 and 5 are LOX RP-1 chambers with 
three different cooling combinadons. Case 3 is entirely RP- I cooled, Casc 4 is RP- : ~ g c l l  
cooled and LOX transpire cooled, and Case 5 is entirely LOX cooled. Tibit D-6 sbwws the 
propellant properties. 
Figure D-8 shows ngrn pressrlrc dwp versus chamber pscssure. The analyses assumed 2 
maximum TP.? uu!let press= of 80130 psia. The curves arc trun~ated H here tt.e 8000 psi yum+ 
&charge limit is rcached. Discharge pump pressures were estimated using gas generator cycle 
power balance data from- Reference (16). No sew power balances were calculated for this stud). 
Methane and LOX have a 3600 psi !imit, while s u b ~ a l c d  propane has a 3W psi hmit. The very 
hipF regen pressure drops which limit RP-1 tc a 1000 psi chamber pressure art: caused by the 
Pmpdlent and Codant Combination8 Studleu 
Reg en Transpire 
Fuel 
-
Coolant chxdm 
Methane Methane Me thane 
Propane (SC) Prclpane (SC) Propme (SC) 
RP-I RP-1 w-1 
RP-I RP.1 LOX 
RP-I LOX mx 
mwk§ 
Physical of Methane, Propane- RC- i a d  Lox 
n b ~  pcr Tcr Tin & m (OR) ('R) xi - M LV 
Methane 201 667 343 260 0. $ 16 
Propane 416 dl6 665 200 0.7 44 
W-1 882 315 1218 560 0.8 ITL 
W X  162 731 278 200 1.1 32 

W F  coking tan- limit rtsrricxion. The 6W'F coking limit M c t i o s  ~ Q Z S  not cause 
similar high regen w u r c  drops with subcooled pmpane as the woku~t. This is because 
subcooled propane has a lower bulk tcrnpcratllr= (-Z60aF) than W-1 (100°F). The lower bulk 
temperature of propane permis ii KO aaxmmdatc a highex gas si& heat flux vrithout the chamber 
coolant side ~ ; l i  tempemure c x c d n g  6000F than can RP-1. Table D-7 sumnmarizts the primary 
engine dcsign parameters at the maximum all-ngcn chamber pssurcs. 
The predicted baseline heat transfer coefficients are shown in Figure D-9. The methane and 
propane data arc nearly identical, and are plotted with a single he. Figure D- 10 shows regtn 
friction pressure loss plotted versus axial position. Most of the pnssure drop occurs in a small 
length of throat section, or about 5 inches f ~ r  pmpane a d  mthane, w t e n  high coolant velocities 
an required. 
Figure D- 1 I is a cross plot of the change in sea-level spcclfic impulse versus percent tran- 
spire: cooling and shows that transpiration can be used to incnase chamber pafonnance. The 
incmsc in specific impulse is measured relative the specific impulse at the maximum all-regen 
chamber pressure. The rrar~spire cooled lengths aiie indicated by numbers next to the curves. The 
analyses asstlmed that the transpire sections had 80% of their length located upstream of the throat 
and 20% locate~ 2ownsmm of the throat. A maximum increase of 8.2 seconds is possible for 
the methane chamber, when an 18-inch length is transpire cooled, and a ckamber pressure of 5664 
psi is reached. 
A 14.8 second increase is possible for the RP- l chamber if it is operated at 2804 psi ~ i t h  
LOX transpire cooling (case 4). The large increase in spaclfic impulse is possible because the 
bascline all-regen chamber is limited to a low 1 0  psi chamber pressure. There is less increase 
possible for a LOX regencooled RP-1 chamber (case 5) which starts out at 3600 p i .  A 3- 
second increase is possi' 'e for the RP- 1 clbamber with RP- 1 innspire (case 3). Compared to 
LOX transpire, RP-I requires about twice a; much cooiani fl9w h u s e  a 600°F coking limit was 
assumed for RP- I. 
Propane h a  a net loss in performance for any throat length considered. m a n e  requires 
high uanspire flowrates to keep the surface below the 600 IF caking temperature limit. If coking 
were not a concern, the propane engine would operate at 1240°F and would have a performance 
increasr about the same as the methane engine. 
/' 
Speafic 
Impulse 
Chamber Area Delivered 
Mixtuse Regen Fressure Ratio Sea Level 
m w l l a n t  A!.iSL c&Qm (mi) a (set) 
Methane 3.5 Methane 3600 55.3 323.9 
Propane (SC) 3.1 Propane (SC) 3800 58.8 316.9 
RP-I 2.8 RP-1 lo00 21.2 275.2 
RP-I 2.8 IX>X 36'33 56.4 307.5 
(1) Chamber pressures asstune 8000 psia TPA discharge pressure, TWALL = 690°F for 
RP-I and pmpane coolants, and TWALL = 1240°F for methane and LOX coolants. 
6 :;me 
@ 3600 psi 
- LOX 
Propane 
@ 3800 psi 
- 
LOX 
RP-1 
.004 
Axial Distance fm~n Throat, In 
Figure 0 - 9. Hot Gaa Transfer CoetOlcient Protib for Liquid Oxygen With Methane, 
Propane and RP-'1, Evaluated at Basellne Engine Conditions 
B-23 
Axlrl C.,bnce tmm Tnroat, in 
Figure D - 10. Coolant Friction Pressure Loss PrafZle for Methane, Propne 
and RP-1, Evaluated at Baseline Engine Conditions 
(3) RP-1 Rogen, RP-1 T-rn 
(4) RP-1 Rogon, LOX Tmapln 
(5) LOX Rogen, LOX Trcnaplre 
Ntimbow Nert b C u m  am 
P nnapln Cookid Lengths In Inches 
l4 -.\ LOX 
RP-1 (5) 
LOX 
RP-1 (3) 
9 - A  
I 2 A 6 8 10 
Percent Tnnaplm Cbollng 
Figure 9 - 11. Sea Level SpecMc lmpulre Change Vsnw Percent Tnm~pl r~  
Cooling With F l x d  Pump Discharge P m u m  
Table D-8 summarizes the data used to construct the plots in Figurt D- 1 1. The method of 
sohaon was to pick chamkr pressure, then solve fm the trar.spire length needed to mcet thc 8000 
psi pump discharge pnssun requirement. The method is described below. 
(I) Firs:, the allowab!e ngen pressure drop was calculated. To meet ?he 8 X d  psi p u q  
dischqe pressure requirement, the total of the new regen loss, plus added injector 
and line lcsses, should equal the regen loss for the baseline all-rcden case. The 
irjcctor and hne losses were assurd to be 25 pcnxnt of the chambcl prcssurt 
increase. 
(2) Next, SCALE regen press-n drops at the new chamber pressure were calcuiated for 
several tnnspire lengths. Channel iayouts w m  optimizeu for each rdn, and the 
pressure losx; due to regen flow bypass around tl~e throat section were included. 
(3) Using data from steps (1) and (2) t!!e tnnqire !ength yielding the required regen 
pressure drcr was sel~cted. 
(4) The r spire requirement for the length in (3) was calculated using TRANSP. 
(5) The new ISL was calculated in twc steps. Fit, the ISL of a l~ypothetica! all-regen 
chamber vas calculated using ROCKET. Then ISL with ranspire was then calculated 
using the methc.3 described in Secaon 1.4, qaation (6). 
(6)  .The net increase in ISL was calculated by takinp the new ISL in step ( 5 )  and subtracting 
the for the maximum all-regen chamber pressure. 
To further define the method used. the 4788 psi, LOX methane calculations is described 
below as a sample case. 
(1)  At 1788 psi the chmber pressure is 1188 psi greater ihan the 3600 psi baseline all- 
regen chamber pressure, and injector and line losses are 297 psi greater to keep 
pump discharge pressure constant, the regen przssure !ocs must k 1095 psi. 
(2,3) A transpin length of 8.4 inches is required to reduce regen loss to 1095 (psi at the 
478s psi cilamkr pressure. 
(4) The transpix flownts for an 8.4-inch lel;gth is 13.6 Ibls, or 0.64% of !he total 
propellant (ox plus fuel) flowrate. 
BASELIhi EVGlNE SPECIFIC IMPULSE 
INCREASE WiTH TRANSPIRE COOLING 
virrc 
PC L ' LX W K  WT Regen ISL 
I (psi) (in.) (in.) (Ib/s) (si AP (=I I 
f1) L m M R  3 2  - 
3600 21.6 0 0 0 
4082 20.8 3 5.2 0.23 
4384 20.4 5 8.2 0.36 
4788 19.9 8.4 14.6 0.64 
5664 18.9 18 32.0 1.43 
12, LOXrPrnparr c M R =  3.1 
3800 21.3 0 0 0 
4136 20.7 3 26.6 1.1 
4300 20.5 5 41.8 1.8 
4355 20.3 7 56.6 2.4 
~?ULWQLOX(RP-I MR 2.8 -  RP- 1 ngen, RP- 1 transpire 
10(30 31.0 0 0 0 
119, 29.5 7 32.2 1.2 
16G4 37.2 17 86.2 3.3 
2004 25.6 25 137 5.4 
2804 23.2 32 21 1 8.5 
j4) LOX/RP- 1 MR = 2.8 RP-1 regen, LOX transpire 
lo00 31.0 0 0 0 
1192 29.5 7 16.1 0.61) 
I 603 27.2 17 43.1 1.62 
2004 25.6 25 73.0 2.80 
2804 23.2 32 123 4.80 
/ 5 )  LOWRP- 1 MR = 2.8 LCX regen, LOX transpire 
3600 21.6 0 0 0 
4261 20.6 5 22.5 0.93 
4821 19.8 14 57.5 2.4 1 
(5) The I ~ L  of a hypothetical all-reg. bPba at 4788 psi is 330.2 d. The ISL 
.--;th transpirr: is 328.6 seconds. 
(6) The net hacase is 5.5 seconds o v a  the baseline maximum all-regen case. 
Figure D-12 shows the increases in purr,p life which result if the transpirc prcssm drup 
savings arc used to d u c c  pump discharge pressure (maintain chamber pressure cmstant). 'h 
data art aiso s- in Table D-9. For these calculafions it was assumed that pump life was 
govermd by the bearing life, which depends on discharge pressure to the one-third power based 
upon standards published by dK Anti-Friction Bearing hianufacturas .4ssociation. AFBMA, 
(Refacmx 17). The p w q  braring life k m s e  is exprcsscd as a multipie of the pump btaring lifc 
which would be attained by a p-mp p t e d  a! a discharge pressure of 8000 psi. The largest 
p m p  bearing life increases are possible with the RP- I chamber, since it starts with the h!ghest 
regen pressure drop and lowest chamber pressure. The pump beaing life is increased by a factor 
of 7.94 the entirc bvrtl and throat an maspiration cooled. For this case the cooled length 
is 31 inches and the specific impulse loss is 4.5 seconds. The LOX mspire  flownte is 2.2 
pcmnt of tht rod ccm flow rate. A compzrison with the cmcsponding mspire flow-rate on 
Table 8 dwi*s that 2.2 tim ~ ! t  mispin coolant Is q u M  when the chamber pressure is 
incrtased to 2804 psia from 1 0  psia due to -k inmastd heat load. 
?he wde studies show that tlx relative tranipire coosng cflecrivencss of methane. LOX, 
propane and .W- 1 is first order dcpendest on thne vuiables: coking, bltxkage efficiency and 
inlet t a n p m .  Of thc.u thru, criking was the charactciist;cs which had the p u s t  effect on 
cooling effxtiveness. 
The c&ing zmperatux licli! for RP- 1 and propane is 600°F. For regen cooling. this limit is 
applied at the coolant c h n e i  wall. For uanspirc wling, it was applied at rhe tot gas swface. 
For LOX and methane, which do not coke, a 1240°F wall temperature waq gsed. The higher 
allowable wall ternpaturn results in methane and LOX flow~ates that are appmximateiy 2 times 
lower than RP-1 and propane ilowrates. If propane and RP- 1 were compatible with ah 12WF 
wall temperature, he i r  flowrates would be about the same as LOX and methane. 
Biockage is the reduction of heat flux at the hot gas surface which results from coolant mass 
addition. Although some theoretical work on transpiration exists, in general it has been necessary 
to characterize blockage through heai ms fe r  expiments. A substantial d;ra base exists for 
simple gaseous coolants. l l~ese data reveal that low molecular weight coolants have higher 
blockage efficiencies than high molecular weight coolants. An explanation for t h i~  cbservation is 
(3) RP-1 RP-1 T- 
(4) RP-1 Regon, LOX Tmrgk. 
(5) LOX Rogon, LOXTmnsph 
LOX LOX 
- RP-1 j4) RP-1 (3) 
4 - 
3 - LOX 
LOX 
RP-1 (5) 
nUIP&jwfO- 
@-T_trlppke -w L.nqthr in 
LOX 
1 
Figure D - 12. Pump Bearing Life Inweme8 Versus Percent Transpire 
Cooling W&h Fixed Chamber Pr88surs 
I = Regen TPA Discharge 
AP Pressure LTC ~ T C  WT 1st PDP 
(in.) Ob/s! (%I (set) (psfa) (psi4 FBLR 
(1) LOX/Methane MR = 3.5 L' = 21.6 inches 
(23 LOX/Pro~ane MR = 3 2  L' = 21.3 inches 
3800 0 0 il 318.8 1582 
1 9.3 0.4 317.7 1335 
3 251 1.1 315.9 986 
5 39.2 1.7 314.3 735 
7 51.0 2.1 313.0 583 
(3) LnY/RP-1 .MR = 28 RP-1 regen, RP-1 transpire L' = 31.0 inches 
(4) LOX/RP-1 MX = 2.8 W-1 regea, LOX traxspi-s L' = 31.0 inches 
JS> LOX!RP-1 MR =a LOX regen, LOX transpire 
that f a  the ;amc mass added the lighter gas prwidEs r lrrga vdumttftc displacemtnt in the 
boundary layet. Using this data base, LOX (MW=32) is b u t  50 percent less efficient than 
Mcthant (MW=16). 
For propane and KP- 1 a blockage efFiciency W on specific beat, ratha than molecular 
weight, was used to allow for possibk energy absorption through chemical bond dissociation. 
Campared on the basis of specific heat. propane and RP-1 have about the same blockage 
cmciency as mtthane. The v M t y  of this assumption will be investigated dtlring the subscale test 
Prn8ram. 
The inlet tcriiperalturt of tht ammt al#, has a direa effect on tht transpire &matt required- 
The d i f k m c t  bemen the coolant inkt tanpaam r ~ x i  the hot wall tempcram is thc driving 
pottnsal for coolant side heat transfer. A lower coolant inkt tanperam means a higha driving 
potential, and therefore a lower flownu nquiremnt Fnm this point of view, LOX is the - k t  
coolant, followed by propant [SO. methane and RP-1. LC LOX wa t  raised to room ternperam, 
the flowrate quiremnt would be i m d  by about 20 pacent. 
The methane baseline engine was also studied at 70,80 and 90 of full thrust 
Figure D-13 shows regcr. pnssun loss versus sea-level specific impulse for diffmnt mspire 
cmled lengths. The data arc also summarize3 in Table D-10. These data show that transpire 
cooling has a rciatively sd .1  effect on specific impulse (a 1 s c d  loss if the entirc charnbcr is 
transpire mold) cornpaml :o the losses due to engine thronling, which arc 6 stconds f a  each 10 
p c ~ n t  thrust dAren-~nt 
WBS 1 .2-COh'CEVfLTAL FULLSCALE DESIC?J ANALYSIS 
The objective of th~s task was to identify potential transpk thraat section design approaches 
for a fcll-scale U)X-hyG;xarbon engine. As with previous A m j a  transpire chambers, pktelets 
were selected as the best means to produce a transpire wall. Platelets have been used successfully 
at Amjet  for ova 20 yean, and platelet thrust chambers have btcn demonstrated in six majw 
mspiration cooiing test progr-m summarize2 2 Tn5le D-11. Amjet thnist chamber sanspire 
cooling experience include3 ova 400 tests with 250 minutes of actual hot-fire test;.:,:. Thrust 
kvels up !o 103 klbf heAve been tested, and both fuels (CH4 and H2) and oxidixn (ClF3 and 
N2O4) have been useJ as uanspire coolants. 
Platelets are tijin sheets of metal which are individdy phwottched. then stacked and 
diffusion bonded I^, product a wall with internal slots, channels and metering The platelet 
features are crested on a CAD te~ninal, then transferred to artwork at 10 times actual size. 
Figure D - 13. Regen Presrure Drop Venus Sea Level Specific Impulse for 70, 
M,90 and 109 Bercsnt Thrust Levais, Lox-iarw, F = 950 klbf 
D-32 
Lox-Methane at W,80 and M Percent Thrwt bvek 
Yj,, 
L WTC WT ISL 
(in.) ( I ~ / s )  (96) b e d  
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Working negatives used in the photoe tch process arc then mated by photoreducing the artwork. 
thatby minimizing any error. Critical feature dimensions of each negative are inspected using a 
computer conuolld video comparator prior to photoetching. As a rule, the smallest feature which 
can be photmecbcd is determined by the platelet material and thickness. For a CRES platelet, the 
smallesz platelet dimension is about -001 inch, compand to .004-inch for coppea. A summary of 
Aerojet transpiration platelet design experience is shown in Table D- 12. 
In existing Aerojet platelet chambers, like ANTCAT, transpire flow distribution to the hot- 
gas surface is am.p l i shd  using platelet pairs consisting of a metering platelet and a distribution 
platelet. As shown in Figure D-14, the metering platelet contains primary and secondary 
muring passages which apportion the flow from the inlet manifold to the coolant slots. The 
rnetering passages are located away from the hot-gas surface so that the quantity of flow is 
unaffected by the hot-gas side wall temperature. Metering features are thruetched to provide part- 
to-part flow repeatability within a few percent. The distribution platelet contains coolant inlet 
manifolds, and also the slots through which the coolant is carried to the hot-gas surface. 
Distribution platelet features are depth-etched for greater strength and higher heat transfer 
efficiency. 
Because platelets corxibine a high heat exchanger efficiency with superior flow control. 
platelets are a logical choice for a thmst chamber application. Other porous media, such as 
rigirnesh, wound wire and sintered metal, have poor flow repeat-ability kom sample to sample 
because of non-uniform nianufacturing. Secause the metering occurs in the finely porous material 
near the surface, these materials are susceptiS!e to hot spot instabilities and plugging. -4 summary 
of unique advantages of platelets compared to these materials is provicl - 1 in Table D- 13. 
Platelets may also provide protection frum RP-I and propane coking, as illusaated in 
Figure D-15. Because cmlant is metered away from the hot-gas surface, pamal coking in the 
injection slots wi:l not affect fici~mte. By comparison, cokinr i:. randor.1 p r e  media w r ~ ~ r d  result 
in local plugging and melt. If the kinetics of coke formation are sufficiently slow, culiirrg may not 
occur in the channels at all, or build-up may occur gradually in the heat affected zone, about 0.5- 
inch from the hot-gas surface. Tine de:ermination of a transpire coking temperature limit is one of 
the objectives of the subscale bench testing to be conducted in Task 4 of this program. 
The baseline concept for all four coolana is a Zirconium copper ; telet design approach. 
Copper is selected over CRES because its higher conductivity keeps miispire coolant flowrates 
low. Zirconium copper i? se:xted from the copper alloys because of its high strength and 
demonstiatcd diffusion bonding process. Other copper dloys such as NASA-Z and GLIDCOP 
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Platelet8 Pmvitle Unique Advantages Other Wall bteflak fw i 
Tranapldorr CodEng 1 I 
Wall Materlal Advantages ., 1 : Dlssdvant~ges . . . 
-- 
W w e n  Metal C!oth Uniform porosity 2309/0 I Must be fabricated in (Rigimesh) conical & cylindrical shapes and welded 1 &as m t  have uni- 
directiond-radial flow 
Does not have large 
I permeability variation over snort distances 
Uniform porcsityl 
Powdered Sintored I Can be fabricated to 
Metal I desirf~d geoinetrical shape Sintered Felted Short Metal Fibers 
* Sintered Foam Metals 1 
Photoetched Washers Contrdled porosity 
Accurate tlcw distribution 
Permeability only In radial 
flow diredon 
Flexibilily in choice of 
materials, flow patterns, 
and washer thirhess 
Capability of replacing 
individual washers or 
washer sections 
Can be constructed in 
only limited shapes 
Does not have uni- . 
directional-radial flow 
Does not have large 
permeability variation 
over short distances 
Uniform porosity Is not 
always achieved 
Does not have uni- 
directional-radial flow 
Does not have large 
permeability variation 
over short dstances 
Weight 
Initial cost Is high 
log 487.820 
D-37 
Away from Hot Wall 
Model Coking Effects Using 
0 Finite Difference Model 
Deposition Near Predktions With 
Different Caking 
Rates 
log 487.842 
Figure D - 15. Platelets Reduce Coking Problms 
art potential candidates, but their diffusion bondin? characteristics are unknown. There are two 
platelet chamber concepts Illustrated in Figuac D-16. The first is an ANTCAT type appn.xc.ch ss 
described above. This is the: near-term appmach for a flightweight chiunbtr, and is ; f i : ~ u s d  in
Section 1.3. The second concept is a stipcr flightweight platelet ckamkr in which ?.e tirinsplrr: 
sectim is a thin wdl formed in thnc dimensions. 'AAis is ca~sidend a long-term approach. 
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